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The electronic part for this piece is to be performed live with a laptop (which must be Windows OS to work properly).

The necessary sound files + code are available upon request from the composer, including a description of how to set up

the 'synth' for performance.

As it is notated, the electronic part offers an only occasionally concise description of the sounding result.

The letters and numbers attached to various notes indicate which keys must be pressed to sound the note.

Due to the degree that the staging will depend on the performance space, there will be no stageplan included here.

However, each movement includes a brief description of the composer's intention with the staging for that movement

and within the movements themsleves performers will have various directions as to their movements/actions.

Video recordings of previous performances can also be reffered to in the case of any ambiguities.

A list of necessary props is below:

A small set of chimes (light enough to be held up for a few minutes)

2 translucent 'veils' or curtains - these may need to be mobile (depending on the stage planning), and must be large

enough to conceal a person behind

Several music stands

One table (large enough for 3 people to sit around in an arc)

3 chairs (+ extras for conductor/stagehand etc.)

The parts for the three performers may be considered as musically notated speech.

The notation consists primarily of an empty two-line staff - used for designating metred speech - in which notes higher in

the staff should correspond to a higher register of the (spoken) voice.

Occasionally distinct pitches are required - written in the sounding octave (often requiring falsetto for male performers).

In passages where the staff is abandoned entirely, the spoken text should be simply spoken naturally, inkeeping with any

accompanying performance directions and fitting within the specificed duration relative to the other musical elements

(this will sometimes require the text to be spoken unusually fast or slowly).

Notes on Performance

Staging/Props

Performers/Speech

Electronics





Instrumental I

- I - The Petulant, The Arbitrary and The Obfuscating

attacca
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Instrumental II

attacca

attacca
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- II - Double-Duo: The Duplicitous Duo
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attacca
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Instrumental III

attacca
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- III - The Portentous
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